
Place In Time - November Card  "Be Thankful"

      Class Project                          Featuring: Place In Time

Designed by Gloria Stengel 
Graphic 45® Supplies:
2 sheets November Cut-Apart (#4500612)
1 sheet Place in Time Sentiments (#4500616)
1 sheet Place in Time Chipboard Tags 2 (#4500620)  
1 Ornate Metal Label Holder Staples (#4500547)

Additional Supplies: 
1 sheet Core'dinations Venetian Lace Cardstock (cream) 
1 sheet Core'dinations Heritage Kraft Cardstock (kraft)  
1 yard natural jute twine 
1 wooden button (or similar)

Tools:
Paper trimmer, scissors, scoring tool or bone folder, 
ruler, adhesive dots, tape runner, dimensional foam  
adhesive, postage edge decorative scissors (optional), 
brown dye ink (optional), craft hammerInstructions:

*All measurements are length x width.
**Use a sanding block to smooth any rough edges 
on cardstock punch-outs or chipboard elements. 

1. Cut kraft cardstock to 8 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2”. Score at 4 1⁄4” 
to create a top-fold, 4 1⁄4” x 5 1⁄2” card.

2. From a sheet of November Cut-Apart paper, 
carefully trim the post card, postage stamp, "Har-
vest Time" tag, "Give thanks" sentiment, November 
border, and wheat border images. (Use postage-edge 
decorative scissors to trim out the postage image, if 
desired.) 

3. From the Sentiments paper, trim out the "be 
Thankful" sentiment. 

4. Remove the fall children tag from the Chipboard 
Tags 2 sheet.

5. From the reverse of a sheet of November Cut-
Apart paper, trim the brown floral paper to 3 5⁄8” x 5 
3⁄8”. Trim a second piece to 1 1⁄2” x 5 3⁄8”  
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Attach both pieces of the brown floral paper to 
the card front, making sure to leave a 1⁄16” border 
along the edges. Make sure the paper splice is 
closer to the top of the card. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Attach the wheat border strip to the top of the 
card as shown, making sure to cover the area 
where the brown floral paper is spliced together.

7. Trim the post card image and attach it to the 
center of the card.

8. Attach the chipboard tag to the post card as 
shown. Tie a length of jute twine into a loopy bow 
and attach the twine to the left side of the tag.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Using sharp scissors or a craft knife, trim the 
pumpkins image from the "Harvest Time" tag. 

10. Attach the pumpkins image to the right side of 
the post card image using foam dimensional adhe-
sive, overlapping the chipboard image.

11. Trim the postage stamp image and attach it to 
the upper right corner of the post card image.

12. Tie a length of jute twine through the holes of 
a wooden button and attach the button over the 
loopy bow on the left side of the chipboard tag.

13. Create a "paper clip" from an Ornate Metal 
Label Holder. Use your fingers and a craft hammer 
to gently bend the label holder handle and brad 
openings to the back and flatten them. Make sure 
that you do not crimp the label too tightly as you 

need to 
slip paper 
between 
the layers.

14. Place 
the label 
holder 

over the top left corner of the post card and secure 
with adhesive. Slip the "be thankful" sentiment 
under the edge of the label holder and secure with 
adhesive. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15. Cut cream cardstock to 4 1⁄8” x 5 3⁄8” and attach 
to the inside of the card. Trim the "November" 
border strip to 5 1⁄2” and attach it to the bottom of 
the card.

16. Trim the "Give thanks" sentiment block and at-
tach it to the upper middle of the card.
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